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Abstract

Federated learning (FL) is a promising distributed learning fashion that is particularly suited for

wireless edge networks with learning facilities since it can preserve data privacy and reduce network

resource consumption due to no raw data delivery between a server and its wireless clients. Nonetheless,

FL over wireless edge networks, termed as federated edge learning (FEL), suffers from the unreliable

nature of wireless transmissions between the server and its clients and how its performances are impacted

by wireless delivery outage is not thoroughly investigated. This paper proposes a modeling and analysis

framework of FEL, which can characterize the intermittent learning behaviors of FEL and compensate

missed learning updates at the server and clients. The fundamental conditions that make FEL converge

are found for different learning models and they reveal the interplay between data delivery outage and

data compensation, which provides some insights into how to effectively mitigate the data delivery

outage at the server and the wireless client so as to make FEL robust and insensitive to data delivery

outage. Our numerical simulation not only validates the correctness of the analytical results, but also

demonstrates the robustness of the proposed FEL model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional machine learning techniques are conducted through a centralized means whereby

all clients need to transport their data to a central server to execute learning. Although such

centralized leaning techniques are able to achieve good learning performance while exploiting

large amounts of data from clients, they have the security risk of data transportation so that they

are not suitable for clients with privacy-sensitive data. For example, centralized machine learning
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is not appropriately employed in medical data analysis because the medical data of patients

cannot be shared and transported due to privacy and security concerns. In addition to the privacy

and security issues, implementing centralized machine learning over wireless networks induce

some other practical concerns due to data transportation, such as large transmission latency,

heavy traffic load, large resource consumption, etc. For example, mobile devices may consume

a lot of power to upload their datasets to the radio access network and thereby suffer from

long latency since the backbone networks to the cloud are not optimally designed for latency-

sensitive service [1], [2]. Also, large amounts of data transportation over a wireless network

may significantly consume the resource of the wireless network and thereby lead to considerable

networking delay. On account of these concerns, FL and other distributed learning techniques

over wireless networks attract a lot of attention from academia and industry and has gradually

been an active research field in the recent years.

A. Motivation and Prior Work

The study of FL over wireless networks is still its very early stage, yet it can be mainly

categorized into three main topics, i.e., (over-the-air) digital and analog, communication and

computation efficiency, privacy and security. Some few prior recent works on FL via digital

and analog methods can be found in [3]–[7]. References [6] and [7], for example, studied how

to achieve FL through digital and analog signal combining techniques in wireless channels.

References [8], [9] studied how to perform computation offloading in FL, whereas problems

regarding how to reduce the edge and end computational efficiency was addressed in [10], [11]

and how to efficiently compress the model of FL so as to reduce the computational load was

investigated in [12]–[14]. Furthermore, some recent works in [15]–[19] showed that there may

exist privacy and security risks in FL due to some validated cases where malicious MDs could

extract/infer the confidential data at other MDs by passively learning the model in FL or they

could poison the model in FL by injecting fake and/or noisy training data into it.

Despite the great efforts made by the aforementioned works on FL, there exist three crucial

fundamental aspects of successfully fulfilling FL over wireless networks that have not been

noticed and addressed in the literature. First of all, FL over wireless networks is actually an

intermittent learning process since data delivery between a server and its clients is through

unreliable wireless links, which may occasionally undergo connection outages. The convergent

performance of such an intermittent FL problem, which relates to many networking issues,




